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Thursday, June 22, 2017

10 AM-6 PM
Mist'R Cool Camp
@ Playfully Yours

Village

Cool Cube Conundrum & Cool Jig Puzzles
Try out our huge wooden 3D and vertical puzzles. Modeled after the Soma puzzle invented by a
mathematician in the 1930’s.

All Day
Redneckery

Serving wine tell whenever
Serving wine tell whenever. Music psy trans tell 5 am. Come sit under the mister system and enjoy.

12 PM-4 PM
Mist'R Cool Camp

The Cool Mist Experience
Playfully Yours Villlage/Mist’R Cool Camp: Come visit our popular automated misting booth experience
with delightful surprises. Daily when weather is hot/calm

2 PM-4 PM
Playfully Yours

Open Dungeon
Come and play or learn how to play in a dungeon. We have several equipment and toys to play with and
we can show you how to use them in a safe and supervised environment. Our hours aren't set but we're
available anytime we're around, just ask. Also, if the lights are on at night, we're open, come on in. We
have fans to help keep you cool.

3 PM-4 PM
Mist'R Cool Camp

Discover Your Kinks booth
Take Bad Boy’s “Discover Your Kinks” quiz at the booth to get suggestions for activities or toys that you
might want to try. Then optionally get some introductory instruction in our dungeon. Open other times
when the booth is manned.

3 PM-5 PM
Share Love Camp

Tarot & Tea
Let the cards show the energies are going on on your life and the Arcana to send you a divine message
of enlightening.

4 PM-5 PM
Playfully Yours

Intro into BDSM Dungeon Play
We'll discuss the safety, trust, and communications aspects of BDSM play. We'll show you many of the
toys commonly used in dungeon play such as floggers, paddles, crops, feathers, fur mitts, pinwheels,
and even a violet wand. The focus will be on the softer, more sensual side of dungeon play. The class
will have demonstrations and participation. Stay after the class and practice what you've learned or
improve on your skills.

4:20 PM-4:35 PM
Camp Cuddle Bus

Group Meditation
Our daily mindfulness moment lasting a whole 4 minutes and 20 seconds, come meditate!

8 PM-2 AM
Camp Dark Star

Red Light District At Camp Dark Star
The last night of star gazing!

8 PM-2 AM
Post Nuclear

Family

No Dive in Movie Theater
At the Post Nuclear Family we bide our time in the Post Nuclear Winter with the worst 1950’s horror
films money can’t buy. Feel free to stop by our No Dive in Movie Theater for a bag of Popcorn and to
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catch the latest in 1950’s special effects and horror. Such classics as: Plan 9 from Outer Space Robot
Monster The Giant Claw And other fine 1950’s chills and thrills!

8 PM-12 AM
Playfully Yours

Open Dungeon
Come and play or learn how to play in a dungeon. We have several equipment and toys to play with and
we can show you how to use them in a safe and supervised environment. Our hours aren't set but we're
available anytime we're around, just ask. Also, if the lights are on at night, we're open, come on in. We
have fans to help keep you cool.

8:30 PM-10 PM World Premier Flaming Spank-a-thon Party !
Spank-a-thon! - Feast your tush on the worlds first ever Flaming Spank Machine! Swing by for a flamin'
spankin' & stay for the booty poppin' tunes! Reach level 10 to earn yourself a coveted CCB bracelet!

11:59 PM-12:59
AM

Camp Cuddle Bus

Critical Cuddle / Cuddle Shuffle
Everybody and their mom in the cuddle puddles for our daily critical cuddle!

11:59 PM-1:59
AM

The Rudest
Lounge Camp

Alien Space Party
Party at Sarah Jane Woodalls Mylar Immersive will be the home of the Alien Space Party in association
with The Rudest Lounge Camp. Wear silver paint or glitter yourself silver or tape some foil to yourself ,
or hell Wear your tin man outfit(if you're awesome)!!! Custom aluminum foil merkins available for you to
make...a non-refundable bacon deposit will be appreciated..... Let's get weird Thursday MIdnight!!!

11:59 PM-6:59
AM

The Rudest
Lounge Camp

Space Party
Immerse yourself in the fabric of SPACE at The Rudest Lounge Camp. IT'S NOT MYLAR.....IT'S
*OUR*LAR

Friday, June 23, 2017

10 AM-11 AM SNRG Ice Sales Friday
$3.00 per bag. Proceeds will be donated back to a Beatty charity

10 AM-6 PM
Mist'R Cool Camp
@ Playfully Yours

Village

Cool Cube Conundrum & Cool Jig Puzzles
Try out our huge wooden 3D and vertical puzzles. Modeled after the Soma puzzle invented by a
mathematician in the 1930’s.

11 AM-1 PM
Share Love Camp

Share Love Workshop
Ihara Dutra will share the basics of love: from the greek definition to the lenguajes of love, learn how to
feel love and share it with others.

11:11 AM-12:11
PM

Camp Cuddle Bus

Mobile Shade Crafting Workshop
Come decorate an umbrella or hat to take home & protect yourself from the days rays! Hosted by
Theresa M.
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12 PM-4 PM
Mist'R Cool Camp
@ Playfully Yours

Village

The Cool Mist Experience
Playfully Yours Villlage/Mist’R Cool Camp: Come visit our popular automated misting booth experience
with delightful surprises. Daily when weather is hot/calm

12 PM
Puddle Planet

Foamy Slip N Slide
Slip into something a little more comfortable...like our big wet puddle! Our alien friends are foaming at
the mouth to meet you.

1 PM-2 PM
Playfully Yours

2017 BRC Anonymous Naked Yearbook
Wanna be in the 2017 BRC Anonymous Naked Yearbook. Nobody will know who you are. Bring your
favorite mask or borrow one of ours and enjoy your anonymous naked photoshoot. Come by yourself
with a friend or bring all your whole camp. We will pose you individually and then as a group. We are
Bear Naked Tramps Studio, inside Playfully Your Village. This is an adults-only event.

1 PM-3 PM
Post Nuclear

Family

Post Nuclear Brahmin Steak and Mirelurk Shrimp BBQ Dinner
The wasteland provides and those who don't mind a little radiation level increase can stop by for our
post nuclear Surf and Turf of Brahmin Steak (Cow Steak) and Mirelurk (Shrimp) BBQ. Grilled under the
raidiated sky of the Post Nuclear family. For those over 21 , gin martinis may be served as well!

2 PM-3 PM
Playfully Yours

Naughty Intimate Portraits
We provide fun private photo shoots for individuals, couples, or groups. Spin the posing wheel for some
random naughty poses or come be creative. Bring your toys, props, fav fetish-wear. We provide some
dungeon toys. Photos are delivered to you securely after the event. This is Bear Naked Tramps Studio,
and you can find us in Playfully Your Village. This is an adults-only event.

2 PM-3 PM
Cool Kids

Tutus And Beer!!! At Cool Kids Camp
Wear your favorite tutu and join us for the best lager Joseph James Brewing Co makes! (bring your own
cup)

2 PM-4 PM
Playfully Yours

Open Dungeon
Come and play or learn how to play in a dungeon. We have several equipment and toys to play with and
we can show you how to use them in a safe and supervised environment. Our hours aren't set but we're
available anytime we're around, just ask. Also, if the lights are on at night, we're open, come on in. We
have fans to help keep you cool.

3:33 PM-4:33 PM
Rootist Lounge &

The Badlands
Bordello

Simply Sensational Yin Chakra Yoga
Simply Sensational Yin Chakra Yoga - with Shelly & Glenda

All Day
Redneckery

Serving wine all day. After we wake up!
Serving wine all day. After we wake up! Music starts at 4. Spin the wheel of fortune and receive a sn-rg
gift. Or take a ride on a very special stationary motorbike (ladies).

4 PM-5 PM
Playfully Yours

Intro into BDSM Dungeon Play
We'll discuss the safety, trust, and communications aspects of BDSM play. We'll show you many of the
toys commonly used in dungeon play such as floggers, paddles, crops, feathers, fur mitts, pinwheels,
and even a violet wand. The focus will be on the softer, more sensual side of dungeon play. The class
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will have demonstrations and participation. Stay after the class and practice what you've learned or
improve on your skills.

4:20 PM-4:35 PM
Camp Cuddle Bus

Group Meditation and laughter in honor of Alia
Our daily mindfulness moment lasting a whole 4 minutes and 20 seconds, come meditate! We will laugh
and kick it and say hi to Alia and honor her memory. She loved the cuddle bus and this meditation is
dedicated to her.

4:44 PM-5:44 PM
Rootist Lounge &

The Badlands
Bordello

Tree Vision Mapping w/ Joy
Tree Vision Mapping w/ Joy - Do you know your future, will help created it with your rooted map.

5 PM-6 PM
Camp Cuddle Bus

LET THEM EAT COCK! Golden Shower Happy Hour
Foreclosed homes? Outsourced jobs? Fuck you, peasants!! We've been pissing on the poor since
1770...might as well bring a cup and enjoy the golden showers of the 1%, direct from the golden dick of
Marie Antoinette herself. Noblesse oblige never tasted so good!

7 PM-8 PM
S'mores 'n' Amour

S'mores 'n' Amour
S'mores! Need we say more? Come get your chocolate fix nightly at sundown.

7:30 PM-8:30 PM
Camp Cuddle Bus

Thank You For Letting Me Be Myself Funk N' Taco Party
Our cross pollination LGBTQ+ & allies funky boogie down! Thank you for being yourself! Bring a plate for
tacos and funk music!

7:30 PM-11:30
PM

Rootist Lounge &
The Badlands

Bordello

Kick Off Reception party
Kick Off Reception party at Dusk featuring live Geisha Performance by Joy Howarth

8 PM-2 AM
Camp Dark Star

Red Light District at camp dark star
Come check out the universe! We got galaxies, nebulae, planets, and your favorite stars of the sky. We
will also have informative talks on related astronomical topics. There are 2 telescopes for your viewing
pleasure.

8 PM-2 AM
Post Nuclear

Family

No Dive in Movie Theater
At the Post Nuclear Family we bide our time in the Post Nuclear Winter with the worst 1950’s horror
films money can’t buy. Feel free to stop by our No Dive in Movie Theater for a bag of Popcorn and to
catch the latest in 1950’s special effects and horror. Such classics as: Plan 9 from Outer Space Robot
Monster The Giant Claw And other fine 1950’s chills and thrills!

8 PM-12 AM
Playfully Yours

Open Dungeon
Come and play or learn how to play in a dungeon. We have several equipment and toys to play with and
we can show you how to use them in a safe and supervised environment. Our hours aren't set but we're
available anytime we're around, just ask. Also, if the lights are on at night, we're open, come on in. We
have fans to help keep you cool.

9 PM-11 PM Zebra Stampede
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It's a STAMPEDE! Join us for the 4th Annual Zebra Stampede. Put on your most spirited zebra attire and
join all of the other zebras for a gallop through the city. This is a nighttime event, as last year was VERY
HOT. We will stop at most watering holes to drink and get petted while on parade and there will be group
photo opportunities along with dancing and shenanigans!

11:59 PM-12:59
AM

Camp Cuddle Bus

Critical Cuddle / Cuddle Shuffle
Everybody and their mom in the cuddle puddles for our daily critical cuddle!

Saturday, June 24, 2017

12:05 AM-1:35
AM

Camp Cuddle Bus

Pajama Jammy Jam
Everyone in your sleep wear and come relax in the cuddle puddle!

5:30 AM-8 AM
Camp Cuddle Bus

Fancy As F*ck Sunrise Party
Up late/early? Good, because our annual sunrise party is back! Put on your Sunday best to get
complimentary champagne and hors d'oeuvres! Watch the sunrise from the observation deck for the
best views!

All Day
Redneckery

Serving wine tell it's gone!
Wake up time. Fun and games all day serving wine tell it's gone. Mixing up redneck sangria. Teatherball
competitions naked jenga and of course loud ass music.

9:11 AM-10:41
AM

Rootist Lounge &
The Badlands

Bordello

Morning Breath Work & Meditation
Morning Breath Work & Meditation to start the day w Joy

9:30 AM-10:30
AM

Zen Zone - Don't Get Burned !
Don't get burned, but do get sun protection. Decorate some 'brellas, hats, and water bottles for summer.
Grab some info on sun protection and hydration. By early afternoon, you'll be ready to take the heat
without getting burned! Kid-Friendly and Sparkle Ponies Welcome. Fabric paint and ribbon donations
accepted. Theresa M

10 AM-11 AM SNRG Ice Sales Saturday
$3 per bag. Proceeds will be donated to a Beatty charity

10 AM-6 PM
Mist'R Cool Camp
@ Playfully Yours

Village

Cool Cube Conundrum & Cool Jig Puzzles
Try out our huge wooden 3D and vertical puzzles. Modeled after the Soma puzzle invented by a
mathematician in the 1930’s.

11:11 AM-1:11
PM

Rootist Yoga
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Rootist Lounge &
The Badlands

Bordello

Rootist Yoga w Makia, Shelly, Glenda, Corey DJing Come connect with others, breath, hug and do some
wonderful yoga

11:11 AM-12:11
PM

The Rudest
Lounge Camp

Rude Yoga with Queen Squibbles
Rude Yoga with Queen Squibbles

12 PM-7 PM
Puddle Planet

Foamy Slip N Slide
Slip into something a little more comfortable...like our big wet puddle! Our alien friends are foaming at
the mouth to meet you.

1 PM-2 PM
Playfully Yours

2017 BRC Anonymous Naked Yearbook
Wanna be in the 2017 BRC Anonymous Naked Yearbook? Nobody will know who you are. Bring your
favorite mask or borrow one of ours and enjoy your anonymous naked photoshoot. Come by yourself,
bring a friend, or bring your whole camp. We will pose you individually and then as a group. This is Bear
Naked Tramps Studio, and you can find us in Playfully Your Village. This is an adults-only event.

1:11 PM-3:11 PM
Rootist Lounge &

The Badlands
Bordello

Vision Board Building
Vision Board Building w Ann - Build your vision of the of you life want.

2 PM-3 PM
Playfully Yours

Naughty Intimate Portraits
We provide fun private photo shoots for individuals, couples, or groups. Spin the posing wheel for some
random naughty poses or come be creative. Bring your toys, props, fav fetish-wear. We provide some
dungeon toys. Photos are delivered to you securely after the event. This is Bear Naked Tramps Studio,
and you can find us in Playfully Your Village. This is an adults-only event.

2 PM-4 PM
Playfully Yours

Open Dungeon
Come and play or learn how to play in a dungeon. We have several equipment and toys to play with and
we can show you how to use them in a safe and supervised environment. Our hours aren't set but we're
available anytime we're around, just ask. Also, if the lights are on at night, we're open, come on in. We
have fans to help keep you cool.

2:02 PM-3:02 PM
Rootist Lounge &

The Badlands
Bordello

Lief's Sweet Treat an Ice Cream Surprise
Lief's Sweet Treat an Ice Cream Surprise at the Rootist Lounge - Beat the hear and eat something sweet
:)

3:33 PM-4:33 PM
Rootist Lounge &

The Badlands
Bordello

Interactive Readings From The Kama Sutra Of Vatsyayana
Join us for the 2nd annual reading of excerpts of the Kama Sutra at the Southern Nevada Regional
Gathering (SNRG), a Burning Man regional event )'( !!Bring a friend, lover or someone you meet along the
way and follow along as we explore the wise words of Vatsyayana. We’ll explore the types of women
who are to be enjoyed as well as where and how one may interact with them. We’ll then experiment with
the kisses, embraces, scratches, biting, and couplings as they are described in the writings. Part dating
advice, part sexy-time, part twister board you are sure to take away something with which you can woo
and satisfy your lovers!! Participation is strongly encouraged!!
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4 PM-10 PM
Redneckery

Games and Shenanigans
4pm Music and if the wine isn't gone were drinking it! The last of the 15 gallons. And of course plenty of
games and Shenanigans going on here

4 PM-5 PM
Share Love Camp

Belly Dancing
Bring your body to movement with this initiation class from Nathali Flores

4:20 PM-4:35 PM
Camp Cuddle Bus

Group Meditation
Our daily mindfulness moment lasting a whole 4 minutes and 20 seconds, come meditate!

4:44 PM-5:44 PM
Rootist Lounge &

The Badlands
Bordello

Love & Connection workshop
Love & Connection workshop w Joy & Jeremiah Bring a friend or bring a lover or meet someone new and
share a new experience, connect on a deeper level.

5 PM-9 PM
The Rudest

Lounge Camp

Mrs. Roper pub crawl
Grab your grannys favorite moo moo & throw on that curly doo....bring a cup....we're heading out for the
first annual Mrs. Roper SN-RG pub crawl. We will gather at The Rudest lounge Camp Saturday 5pm &
head out across the ranch to visit as many camps as possible to drink ALL of their ice cold beverages!!!

7 PM-8 PM
S'mores 'n' Amour

S'mores 'n' Amour
S'mores! Need we say more? Come get your chocolate fix nightly at sundown.

7:30 PM-8:15 PM
Camp Cuddle Bus

Live Action Interactive "Children's" Show
Need we say more? You may not want to bring the little ones.......

7:30 PM-10:30
PM

Rootist Lounge &
The Badlands

Bordello

Pure Imagination Party
Dusk till Burn... Then restarts after Burn. Come dress in you best Whites or most Imaginative Outfits.
Get Service with a smile at the Bordello

8 PM-2 AM
Post Nuclear

Family

No Dive in Movie Theater
At the Post Nuclear Family we bide our time in the Post Nuclear Winter with the worst 1950’s horror
films money can’t buy. Feel free to stop by our No Dive in Movie Theater for a bag of Popcorn and to
catch the latest in 1950’s special effects and horror. Such classics as: Plan 9 from Outer Space Robot
Monster The Giant Claw And other fine 1950’s chills and thrills!

8 PM-12 AM
Playfully Yours

Open Dungeon
Come and play or learn how to play in a dungeon. We have several equipment and toys to play with and
we can show you how to use them in a safe and supervised environment. Our hours aren't set but we're
available anytime we're around, just ask. Also, if the lights are on at night, we're open, come on in. We
have fans to help keep you cool.

10 PM-4 AM
Camp Dark Star

Red Light District At Camp Dark Star
After the burn we will be looking up at the sky! Come check out Jupiter, galaxies, nebulae, and all your
favorite stars of the sky. We have 2 telescopes for your viewing pleasure plus informative talks on
astronomical topics!
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11:59 PM-1:59
AM

Camp Cuddle Bus

Critical Cuddle / Cuddle Shuffle LAST CALL
Everybody and their mom in the cuddle puddles for our daily critical cuddle! Last chance to get in the
cuddle puddle with your fellow SNRG citizens! Lets kick it together in the puddle and relax are tired
bones!
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Event Map


